MODELCLIPS CASH REWARDS PROGRAM
RULES AND REQUIREMENTS
For a limited time, ModelClips is oﬀering a cash bonus to models who upload videos to ModelClips and promote those
videos on Twitter. Models have to complete only three steps to be eligible for the cash reward:
1) Complete their ModelClips proﬁle.
2) Upload the minimum number of videos.
3) Promote the videos on Twitter.

Here’s how to complete those steps:
1. Complete Your ModelClips Proﬁle and Payment Method:
a. Create a display name
b. Upload a proﬁle picture
c. Upload a cover/ header photo or video
d. Set up your Fan Club Membership pricing
e. Set up your method of receiving payments
2. Upload Qualifying Videos
a. To qualify for the cash bonus, videos uploaded must be at least 5 minutes long, and contain quality content – the
images must be clear, the lighting must be good, and the video contains sexy action that would be worth someone
buying.
b. Flirt4Free integrated cam shows do not qualify as video uploads for the cash bonus.
c. Uploaded videos must not violate ModelClips rules, i.e., there must be no animals, children, blood, ﬁsting, urine, etc.
d. Duplicate videos only count as a single video upload. This includes extended versions and graphically enhanced versions.
3. Promote Your Videos on Twitter
Once you have uploaded eligible videos, promote each one of them separately on Twitter. To qualify, each Tweet must include:
a. Link to the video you are promoting, the model’s proﬁle page on ModelClips, or www.modelclips.com, and
b. The hashtag #ModelClipsforCash

Cash Rewards Paid:
• $50 for uploading and separately promoting ﬁve or more qualifying videos
• $100 for uploading and separately promoting 20 or more qualifying videos*
Terms and Conditions
• This promotion begins May 1, 2019 and may run until September 30, 2019, though ModelClips reserves the right to
terminate the promotional period sooner. Only qualifying videos uploaded for the ﬁrst time during the promotional
period qualify for the cash bonus. If ModelClips does terminate the promotional period early, a new termination
date will be announced.
• *The maximum payout to any single model will be $100. For example, if a model initially uploads ﬁve videos and
receives $50, then proceeds to upload 15 more videos (for a total of 20 uploaded videos), the model will only
receive an additional $50.
• All qualifying videos must be uploaded within 30 days of the ﬁrst uploaded video. For example, if you upload your
ﬁrst qualifying video on May 10, then you have until June 10 to upload all of the qualifying videos you can to qualify
for the bonus. If you upload 19 videos before June 10, then one more after June 10, you will only qualify for the ﬁrst
$50 bonus (for ﬁve videos), but not the additional $50 bonus for uploading 20 videos.
• Models will receive each cash bonus in the ﬁrst regular payout after meeting the eligibility criteria.

